5 Steps For Responding
To A Bad Review
Here’s our five step
process to mitigate
any negative review:
1 Identify the patient.
Most review sites require their reviewers to
have an account with a complete profile that
includes a name. If your reviewer has used an
alias, you may be able to identify the patient
based on the comments in their review.

2 Try to resolve the issue.
Most people take to the web to complain
because they did not feel listened to in the
first place. If you know who wrote the review,
the doctor (not the team!), should reach
out to the patient by phone. Let the patient
speak with no interruptions, and avoid being

3 Write a public response.
If the issue simply can’t be fixed, you deserve
the opportunity to defend yourself. As long as
you have claimed the account, you can write
a response.
• Take a deep breath, start writing, and
remember the response is publicly judged.
(Don’t forget, you’re bound by HIPAA — so
no personal references can be disclosed.)
• Ask at least one other unbiased party to
read your response before posting it.
• Oh – and those positive reviews? Respond
to those too. It lets your audience know
you’re listening.

4

Change something.

Evaluate your systems and see
what you need to improve so this
issue does not happen again.

defensive. Validate any frustrations and see
if you can resolve the issue. If the patient
seems satisfied, ask them to amend their
review to reflect your caring and concern.
Removing the review invalidates the patient’s
experience.

5 Get as many positive
reviews as you can.
One negative review can be balanced out by
10 positive ones. Make it a daily habit to ask
for reviews, on Google, Yelp, Facebook, Vitals,
and Healthgrades.
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